Schematic diagram of o2n-seq. Double-stranded DNA was sheared, end-repaired, and underwent A-tailing by standard protocols. A-tailed DNA was ligated to T-tailed dUTP adapters, circularized using single-strand DNA ligase, and used for second strand synthesis followed by strand displacement amplification. The amplified DNA is shown as step 6, and was subsequently used to prepare the standard NGS libraries. . The o2n-seq libraries exhibited a depth CV 3.6 times lower than that of Cir-seq for poliovirus libraries, 4.22 times lower than that of Cir-seq for phix174 libraries and 2.5 times lower than that of Droplet-CirSeq libraries. The o2n-seq library depth CV was closer to that of the standard NGS library. Two-tailed Student's t-test was used for statistical analysis. (b) Boxplot of read depth distribution. Y-axis represents the log(e) ratio of depth over mean of the genome. Three replicates of Cir-seqpoliovirus, three replicates of Cir-seq-phix174, one replicate of Duplex-seq, three replicates of o2n-seq, and one standard NGS (insert size: 90 bp) were plotted. (c) Read depth distribution of Cir-seq-poliovirus, Cir-seqphix174, Droplet-CirSeq and o2n-seq. This figure showed the o2n-seq had a more highly concentrated read depth distribution than Cir-seq and Droplet-seq, and each site depth for o2n-seq was closer to the mean value of depth.

